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[1] This paper presents a detailed statistical analysis of one year (September 2003 to August
2004) of global Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Chartography
(SCIAMACHY) carbon monoxide (CO) total column retrievals from the Iterative
Maximum Likelihood Method (IMLM) algorithm, version 6.3. SCIAMACHYprovides the
first solar reflectance measurements of CO and is uniquely sensitive down to the boundary
layer. SCIAMACHY measurements and chemistry transport model (CTM) results are
compared and jointly evaluated. Significant improvements in agreement occur, especially
close to biomass burning emission regions, when the new Global Fire Emissions Database
version 2 (GFEDv2) is used with the CTM. Globally, the seasonal variation of the model is
very similar to that of the SCIAMACHY measurements. For certain locations, significant
differences were found, which are likely related to modeling errors due to CO emission
uncertainties. Statistical analysis shows that differences between single SCIAMACHY CO
total column measurements and corresponding model results are primarily explained by
random instrument noise errors. This strongly suggests that the random instrument noise
errors are a good diagnostic for the precision of themeasurements. The analysis also indicates
that noise in single SCIAMACHY CO measurements is generally greater than actual
variations in total columns. It is thus required to average SCIAMACHY data over larger
temporal and spatial scales to obtain valuable information. Analyses of monthly averaged
SCIAMACHY measurements over 3� � 2� geographical regions indicates that they are of
sufficient accuracy to reveal valuable information about spatial and temporal variations in
CO columns and provide an important tool formodel validation. A large spatial and temporal
variation in instrument noise errors exists which shows a close correspondence with the
spatial distribution of surface albedo and cloud cover. This large spatial variability is
important for the use of monthly and annual mean SCIAMACHY CO total column
measurements. The smallest instrument noise errors of monthly mean 3� � 2�
SCIAMACHY CO total columns measurements are 0.01 � 1018 molecules/cm2 for high
surface albedo areas over the Sahara. Errors in SCIAMACHYCO total column retrievals due
to errors other than instrument noise, like cloud cover, calibration, retrieval uncertainties and
averaging kernels are estimated to be about 0.05–0.1�1018molecules/cm2 in total. The bias
found between model and observations is around 0.05–0.1 1018 molecules/cm2 (or about
5%) which also includes model errors. This thus provides a best estimate of the currently
achievable measurement accuracy for SCIAMACHY CO monthly mean averages.
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1. Introduction

[2] Carbon monoxide (CO) is an important trace gas in
tropospheric photochemical processes. CO is removed from
the troposphere mainly by reaction with the OH radical
which is the major ‘‘cleansing’’ agent of the troposphere
[Lelieveld et al., 2004] and the reaction between CO and
OH controls the tropospheric OH amount. Furthermore, CO
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can lead to tropospheric O3 production in the presence of
nitrogen oxides.
[3] The origins of tropospheric CO are qualitatively well

understood [Galanter et al., 2000; Granier et al., 2000;
Holloway et al., 2000] and are about evenly distributed
between CO from surface emissions, mainly from incom-
plete combustion in burning processes, and CO from
photochemical oxidation of hydrocarbons. About half the
surface emissions originate from biomass burning, one third
is anthropogenic (fossil fuels) with the remainder originat-
ing from various other sources. Biomass burning emissions
exhibit strong seasonal and interannual variability
[Yurganov, 2000; Wotawa et al., 2001; Langenfelds et al.,
2002; Novelli et al., 2003; Yurganov et al., 2005; van der
Werf et al., 2006]. Current estimates of CO from oxidation
of hydrocarbons show that about 50–60% of CO originates
from methane (CH4) oxidation [Pétron et al., 2002] while
about 20% originates from isoprene oxidation and 5–10%
from oxidation of terpenes [Granier et al., 2000; Shindell et
al., 2006]. Although it is well established which sources
contribute to tropospheric CO, the absolute magnitude of
individual sources and their seasonality, especially biomass
burning emissions, are still uncertain.
[4] Spaceborne measurements from the Measurement of

Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT) remote sensing
instrument, which has been operating from March 2000
onward, have significantly improved knowledge about
tropospheric CO variability and its sources. Using midin-
frared channels in the 4.7 micron fundamental CO band,
MOPITT has been providing global measurements of tro-
pospheric CO at several tropospheric altitude levels [Deeter
et al., 2003, 2004a; Rodgers and Connor, 2003]. MOPITT
measurements of CO have been extensively validated
[Barret et al., 2003; Heald et al., 2003; Deeter et al.,
2004b; Emmons et al., 2004; Crawford et al., 2004] and
have been used to study CO variability primarily in the free
troposphere [Lamarque et al., 2003; Edwards et al., 2004;
Bremer et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004; Yurganov et al., 2005;
Velazco et al., 2005; Edwards et al., 2006] but also for
improving CO budgets and emissions [Pfister et al., 2004;
Yudin et al., 2004; Arellano et al., 2006].
[5] More recently, first results from the Atmospheric

Infrared Sounder (AIRS), which also uses the 4.7 micron
CO band and thus has a similar sensitivity to midtropo-
spheric CO as MOPITT, have been published, showing
great potential for measuring day-to-day midtropospheric
CO variability [McMillan et al., 2005].
[6] Both the AIRS and MOPITT instruments are not very

sensitive to the lower troposphere. The Scanning Imaging
Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Chartography
(SCIAMACHY) instrument onboard of the Envisat satellite
provides the first solar reflectance satellite measurements of
CO. Its measurements are close to uniformly sensitive to the
entire troposphere down to the Earth’s surface [Buchwitz et
al., 2005], and deliver unique measurements of total CO
columns that are also sensitive to near-surface or boundary
layer CO variations, thus complementing the MOPITT and
AIRS measurements.
[7] Validation of the near-infrared SCIAMACHY CO

total columns with other measurements is complicated [de
Laat et al., 2006; Dils et al., 2006]. Comparison with
MOPITT is hampered by different measurement sensitivi-

ties of SCIAMACHY and MOPITT for CO at different
heights. Ground-based Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
measurements provide high-quality total column measure-
ments but have limited spatial coverage and are located at
low surface albedo (<0.2) and/or cloudy regions locations
where the SCIAMACHY CO total column measurements
are of lower quality [Dils et al., 2006], even for monthly
means. Moreover, some of the measurement sites are
located on top of mountains which complicate the compar-
ison with satellite measurements because of different foot-
prints [Sussmann and Buchwitz, 2005; Dils et al., 2006].
Furthermore, single SCIAMACHY CO total column mea-
surements (i.e., footprint of 120 � 30 km, or 1–2� � 0.25�
longitude-latitude between 60�S to 60�N) are difficult to
validate because of their large instrument noise errors. Only
when averaging multiple measurements (e.g., monthly
means) are the SCIAMACHY CO total columns errors
sufficiently small for the measurements to contain useful
information on CO [de Laat et al., 2006; Gloudemans et al.,
2006]. This is an additional complication for the compari-
son with ground-based FTIR measurements because often
not enough true collocations with cloud free SCIAMACHY
measurements are available to obtain monthly mean
SCIAMACHY CO total column measurements that have
sufficiently small errors for a useful comparison [Dils et al.,
2006].
[8] The currently available studies that evaluate

SCIAMACHY CO column measurements have been pre-
dominantly qualitative by (visually) correlating coherent
spatial patterns of SCIAMACHY with MOPITT CO total
column measurements or Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) fire count maps [Buchwitz et
al., 2004, 2005, 2006; Frankenberg et al., 2005].
[9] de Laat et al. [2006] took a different approach by

intercomparing CTM simulations and SCIAMACHY mea-
surements to gain insight into both model predictions and
instrument errors. Although a CTM model simulation by no
means can be considered an absolute truth, it uses actual
meteorological input fields and realistic global distributions
of CO sources and sinks in its simulation so that seasonal
variations in modeled CO should be realistic. Furthermore,
model results have been validated against independent
measurements like surface-based observations. Finally,
model results are available for every single SCIAMACHY
measurement, enabling an evaluation of all available data.
This allows for a quantification of model-measurement
comparison as a function of many relevant parameters. In
addition, SCIAMACHY measurements need to be averaged
to obtain high enough precision to be of any use. Such
temporal and spatial average can be easily represented in the
model. The CTM simulation thus provides a very useful
tool for intercomparison with SCIAMACHY measurements
averaged over large spatial and temporal scales.
[10] de Laat et al. [2006] presented a comparison

between modeled and measured seasonal variations in total
CO columns and found a good agreement for
SCIAMACHY CO total column measurements with small
noise errors. The evaluation of SCIAMACHY CO total
column measurements by de Laat et al. [2006] was limited
to a few locations and served only as a first exploration of
this method. This paper continues on this method presenting
(1) a detailed and quantitative global analysis of the relation
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between surface albedo, cloud cover and measurement
errors, (2) comparisons of measured and modeled seasonal
cycles with improved biomass burning model emissions
from the Global Fire Emission Database version 2
(GFEDv2), (3) global spatial distribution of differences
between measured and modeled CO total columns in
relation to measurement errors, and (4) statistical analysis
of the differences between measured and modeled CO total
columns in relation to measurement errors and a statistical
analysis of the probability distribution of both model results
and measurements with the aim to identify biases.
[11] This paper is organized as follows: Section 2

describes the retrieval algorithm, related calibration issues
and error sources in the retrieval. Section 3 describes the
TM4 model and a validation with ground based CO
measurements. Section 4 presents a detailed statistical
evaluation of SCIAMACHY CO total column measure-
ments using TM4 model results. Section 5 ends the paper
with conclusions.

2. SCIAMACHY CO Total Columns

2.1. CO Retrievals

[12] The CO total columns are retrieved from spectra
measured by SCIAMACHY between 2324.5–2337.9 nm.
The retrieval results presented here are derived with the
Iterat ive Maximum Likel ihood Method (IMLM)
[Gloudemans et al., 2005], which retrieves columns of CO,
CH4 and H2O simultaneously, as well as surface albedo. In
this paper results from the IMLM version v6.3 are used
(similar to Gloudemans et al. [2006] and de Laat et al.
[2006]), which uses temperature and humidity profiles based
on European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) analyses corresponding to the time and location of
each SCIAMACHYmeasurement. Furthermore, the retrieval
algorithm uses one a priori CO profile which is scaled as a
whole to obtain a good fit to the SCIAMACHY spectrum.
[13] The near-infrared retrievals have proven to be

complex because of many instrument/calibration issues
described by Gloudemans et al. [2005]. The most important
ones are the continuous growth of an ice layer on the
detectors and the increasing number of dead detector pixels
due to radiation damage [Kleipool et al., 2007]. Effects of
these instrumental issues have been reduced by applying
dedicated in-flight decontamination procedures and addi-
tional in-flight calibration measurements, as well as
improvements to the calibration [Lichtenberg et al., 2006].
The random instrument noise error is calculated using an
instrument model which includes real in-orbit measure-
ments and preflight measurements. The random instrument
noise error includes photoelectron shot noise, Johnson noise
and detector read-out noise, and also accounts for the
integration time of the real in-orbit measurements. Thus
the instrument noise error of a single SCIAMACHY mea-
surement is inversely proportional to the number of photons
measured, i.e., the measured signal, which is in turn a
function of the scene albedo.
[14] The broadening of the slit function due to the growth

of the ice layer on SCIAMACHY’s channel 8 detector is
compensated for by applying an empirical correction which
is based on calibrating the retrieved CH4 total columns from
the same retrieval window to CH4 total columns from a

CTM model simulation. The sensitivity of retrieved CO
total columns to this correction has been tested by using
CH4 columns from two different model simulations over
two geographical areas: the Sahara and the Australian
desert. The average difference in CH4 columns between
these model simulations is between 1 and 2% over both
regions. Differences in monthly mean retrieved CO total
columns between the four different ice layer corrections are
found to be smaller than 2%.
[15] Another source of uncertainty are aerosols, which

affect the light path along the line of sight. Tests using
desert dust, biomass, industrial, or oceanic aerosols for a
large range of solar zenith angles, surface albedos, and
aerosol optical depths show that the effect of neglecting
aerosols in the retrieval code on the retrieved CO total
columns is less than 5%, much smaller than typical real
CO total column variations of 10–100% of the annual
mean CO total column value. However, measurement
biases introduced by aerosols may become important in
cases where the random noise error in SCIAMACHY CO
total columns is reduced by averaging multiple measure-
ments in, for example, monthly/annual means or area
aggregated means.
[16] An example of SCIAMACHY annual mean CO total

column measurements for the period September 2003 to
August 2004 on a 1� � 1� horizontal resolution is shown in
Figure 1. Annual mean CO cannot be accurately determined
over oceans because of the very low surface reflectance of
oceans at near-infrared wavelengths. High CO columns are
measured at middle and high northern latitudes, Southeast
Asia, equatorial South America and Africa. Small CO
columns occur over the southern parts of South America,
Africa and Australia. Mountain ranges can also be discerned
(Rocky Mountains, Himalaya, and Andes). The global
annual mean distribution of SCIAMACHY CO total col-
umns is qualitatively in good agreement with MOPITT
observations (compare for example with Edwards et al.
[2004]).

2.2. Weighted Means and the Impact of Selection
Criteria

[17] The random instrument noise related error of a single
SCIAMACHY CO total column measurement is large,
typically 10–100% or larger, and is related to the signal-
to-noise ratio of the spectral measurements. The latter is
determined by variations in surface albedo, solar zenith
angle and, to a lesser extent, the ice layer thickness on the
channel 8 detector. Single column measurement errors are
typically larger than the variability of actual CO total
columns. Therefore monthly and annual mean values ag-
gregated at a 3� � 2� horizontal grid are evaluated, as by de
Laat et al. [2006] and Gloudemans et al. [2006]. Single
measurements have variable errors, which are taken into
account when calculating averages, and for which the
weighted averaging procedure as in the work by de Laat
et al. [2006] is used. In this procedure, the weight of each
measurement is taken inversely proportional to the square of
the measurement error. Measurements with small errors thus
have a larger weight.
[18] The analysis in this paper is restricted to the latitude

range of 60�S to 60�N. Poleward of 60� latitude surface
albedos are generally below 0.1 and frequent cloud cover
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occurs. Both effects reduce the number of useful
SCIAMACHY measurements significantly. For many high
latitudes no measurements can be obtained during winter
months because of low solar zenith angle and high cloud
cover. The low solar zenith angle also leads to a smaller
signal-to-noise. Note that, for clouded regions, averaging
all available measurements over one year not always
represents a true yearly average. At near-infrared wave-
lengths the brightest surfaces are dry deserts, not clouds,
but the near-infrared albedo of clouds is still higher than
that of vegetation (J. M. Krijger, personal communication,
2006).
[19] To ensure that measurements correspond to total CO

columns down to Earth’s surface all ground pixels with
more than 20% cloud cover are excluded. The cloud cover
is determined from the number of cloud-free measurements
(7 � 30 km) within one SCIAMACHY ground pixel using
the SCIAMACHY polarization measurement device (PMD)
Identification of Clouds and Ice (SPICI) algorithm [Krijger
et al., 2005]. The SPICI algorithm is based on broadband
spectral measurements and can only separate between non-
clouded and (partly) clouded observations. The derived
cloud cover is therefore an upper estimate of the actual
cloud cover because PMD observations labeled ‘‘clouded’’
can also be partially clouded. The significance of differ-
ences in cloud cover thresholds has also been tested. A more
stringent cloud cover threshold results in fewer ‘‘cloud-
free’’ measurements. Different cloud cover thresholds of 0,
10 or 20% cloud cover result in differences in monthly
mean CO total columns of up to ±30%. However, most of
these differences are not significant in relation to their large
random instrument noise error (at the 95% confidence
level). Note that the largest differences due to different
cloud cover thresholds occur for locations where random

instrument noise errors are large because of low surface
reflectances.

3. Validation of TM4 Model With Ground-Based
Measurements

3.1. TM4 Model and Emissions

[20] The global chemistry-transport model TM4 [Meirink
et al., 2006] used for this study is a follow-up of TM3
[Dentener et al., 2003, and references therein]. Differences
between TM3 and TM4 are described by Meirink et al.
[2006]. Meteorological ECMWF analysis input fields used
in TM4 are preprocessed as described by Bregman et al.
[2003].
[21] CO emissions are as described by Dentener et al.

[2003]. This means that natural emissions are as in the work
by Houweling et al. [1998] and anthropogenic emissions are
based on van Aardenne et al. [2001], extrapolated to the
year 2000 using the same method as described by Dentener
et al. [2003]. Table 1 gives the resulting annual total CO
emissions. For fossil fuel emissions at latitudes >45� a
seasonal variation was added, with up to 15% (9%) higher
(lower) emissions in winter (summer). For biomass burning
emissions the seasonality from Hao and Liu [1994] was
applied. However, most results shown in this paper do not
rely on climatological but on biomass burning emission
estimates for 2003 and 2004 from the GFEDv2 database
[van der Werf et al., 2006], which was also used by
Gloudemans et al. [2006]. The GFEDv2 CO emissions
are based on satellite measurements of fires and burned
area (MODIS). See van der Werf et al. [2006] for a detailed
description of which satellite data were used for which
period. Biomass burning emissions typically contribute
about one third to the total CO emissions [Granier et al.,
1996; Galanter et al., 2000; Pétron et al., 2004]. The large

Figure 1. Weighted annual mean Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric
Chartography (SCIAMACHY) CO total columns on 1� � 1� horizontal resolution for September 2003 to
August 2004 for land pixels and cloud cover <0.2 only. CO total columns are in 1018 molecules/cm2. The
weighting has been done according to de Laat et al. [2006].
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differences in biomass burning emission estimates have a
significant impact on modeled CO total columns and
explain many differences between model results and mea-
surements reported by de Laat et al. [2006], as will be
shown in section 4.1.
[22] The CO total column averaging kernels, similar to

Buchwitz et al. [2004], are close to 1 up to �200 hPa
indicating that CO variations in the lower troposphere can
also be measured by SCIAMACHY. One year of individual
modeled CO columns with and without applying the total
column averaging kernels have been calculated. Differences
were found to be smaller than ±2% while on average close
to zero. Therefore the CTM modeled CO total columns are
used here without applying total column averaging kernels.
[23] For every single SCIAMACHY CO total column

measurement the temporally and spatially collocated TM4
modeled CO total column was obtained. Monthly and
annual averages of the model are thus based on collocated
measurements.

3.2. Validation of TM4 Modeled CO With
Ground-Based Measurements

[24] In the work by de Laat et al. [2006] model results
have been compared to Global Monitoring Division
(GMD, previously CMDL) surface CO measurements
[Novelli et al., 2003] for the period 2003–2004. It has
been shown that TM4 modeled annual mean and seasonal
and short-time variability are consistent with GMDmeasure-
ments. Figure 2 shows a different representation of those
results using a Taylor diagram [Taylor, 2001]. A Taylor
diagram is a graphical visualization of the correlation,
variability and root-mean-square differences of two series
(see Figure 2 caption). The curved lines in the diagram
indicate the skill of the model result, i.e., how well the
GMD measurements are reproduced by the model, which is
defined as:

S ¼ 1þ Rð Þ2

sf þ 1=sf

� �2

[25] With S the skill level (varying between 0 and 1), R is
the correlation coefficient and sf the ratio of modeled and
measured standard deviation. In cases where modeled and
measured standard deviations are comparable and the cor-
relations are high (R close to 1) the skill level will be close
to 1 and modeled CO is very similar to measured CO. A
skill level 0 indicates no resemblance between of measured
and modeled CO. Note that the skill level is not sensitive for
a systematic bias in the model or the measurements.

[26] Figure 2a shows that the locations can be grouped
according to a skill level of 0.6. Locations with skill levels
>0.6 show a good to excellent correlation (0.6–0.95) with
reasonable to good modeled variability. High correlations
generally indicate similar seasonal cycles. This group
includes remote Northern and Southern Hemisphere loca-
tions. Here ‘‘remote’’ means no important emissions sources
in the immediate vicinity of the location. Interestingly,
model variability is consistently too small at Southern
Hemisphere remote locations. However, a model simulation
with different emissions yielded the opposite result (sys-
tematically too large modeled variability), indicating that
even remote locations are sensitive to the accuracy of model
emissions because of long-range transport and the long
atmospheric residence time of CO.
[27] The second group of locations have skill levels <0.6

and do not contain remote locations. An evaluation of these
locations indicates that all of them are close to large
emissions sources. There are several possible explanations
for the smaller skill levels. Model emissions amounts may
be inaccurate, as well as their geographical distribution and
seasonality. Furthermore, locations may be affected by local
emissions or local circulation patterns. Modeling the latter
two processes requires a much finer resolution than current
TM4 model resolution. Although it is beyond the scope of
this paper to present a detailed analysis of the surface station
comparison, it must be mentioned that most of these
discrepancies can be understood in terms of the site location
and its vicinity to emission sources. In general the agree-
ment for the locations with skill levels <0.6 improves when
selecting a nearby model grid cell that can be considered
more representative of these locations. It should be noted
that Shindell et al. [2006] also compared model results with
GMD measurements and that considerable biases were
found, but they do not apply an interpolation between
model grid cells to the actual station location, nor discuss
the effect of model resolution in the vicinity of large CO
sources. In addition, this study uses the satellite-based
GFEDv2 biomass burning emission estimates compared to
biomass burning climatologies given by Shindell et al.
[2006].
[28] Figure 2b shows that the latitudinal variation of the

average modeled and measured surface CO concentrations
for all locations shown in Figure 2a agree well. The
modeled and observed latitudinal gradient are similar: low
CO concentrations in the Southern Hemisphere, a tropical
increase, and high CO concentrations in the Northern
Hemisphere as well as the occasional very high Northern
Hemisphere concentrations for locations close to CO sour-
ces. However, modeled Northern Hemisphere CO concen-

Table 1. Global Annual Total CO Emissionsa

VA2001 GFED v2

Global Africa South America Global Africa South America

Fossil fuels 331
Biofuels 194
Biomass burning 554 192 115 397 (2003), 404 (2004),

432 (1997–2004)
160 (2003), 164 (2004),

174 (1997–2004)
62 (2003), 99 (2004),

66 (1997–2004)
Natural 115
Total 1194

aUnit is Tg CO yr�1. VA2001 refers to van Aardenne et al. [2001]. GFEDv2 are available for the period 1997–2004.
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trations are on average 10–20% lower than observed. All
models in the work by Shindell et al. [2006] also showed an
underestimation of CO with respect to GMD measurements
in the Northern Hemisphere. Compared to most of these
models, the underestimation in the present model simulation
is relatively small. This may be due to the different emission
inventory used, to the seasonality applied to fossil fuel
emissions (relatively more CO emitted in winter when the
lifetime is long), or some other difference. Part of the low
bias in the Northern Hemisphere may be related to the close
vicinity of a number of measurement sites to major emission
regions, but probably inaccurate emission estimates or other

model inaccuracies due to chemistry and transport play a
role as well.
[29] Figure 2c shows a comparison of individual FTIR

measured and TM4 modeled CO total columns at Lauder,
New Zealand and Izaña, Tenerife, Canary Islands. Izaña is
located at an altitude of approximately 2 km and the CO
total columns measurements there represent free tropo-
spheric CO. Modeled CO columns above 2.4 km were used
in Figure 2c for the comparison at Izaña. At Lauder, the
model results also indicate that about 90% of the CO total
column and 90% of the column variability is located above
1 km altitude. A good agreement between measured and
modeled CO total columns is found for both locations. Note
that by removing the high modeled CO total columns at
Lauder in the beginning of 2003 (5 occurrences) the time
correlation becomes significantly higher at 0.75. This com-
parison indicates that modeled free tropospheric CO total
columns agree with the independent FTIR observations.
[30] The agreement between modeled and measured sur-

face and free tropospheric spatial and temporal CO varia-
tions shows that transport and chemistry of CO as well as
the geographical distribution of CO sources are realistically
modeled. The quality of the TM4 CO is therefore consid-
ered sufficient for validation and evaluation purposes. As
will be shown, the comparison with model results gives
interesting information about the quality of the
SCIAMACHY total CO columns. On the other hand, model
emissions estimates clearly leave room for improvement, for
which satellite observations may be best suited.

4. SCIAMACHY CO Total Column Results

4.1. Comparison of TM4 and SCIAMACHY Seasonal
Cycles for Individual Locations

[31] Figure 3 shows a comparison of seasonal variations
of monthly averaged SCIAMACHY CO total columns with
the two different model versions described in section 3.1,
i.e., the climatological emissions and the GFEDv2 emis-
sions. Several 3� � 2� grid cells for the period September
2003 to August 2004 are shown (see Table 2). These
locations are different from those shown by de Laat et al.
[2006] and represent a range of different situations with
regard to the seasonal cycle and instrument noise errors. The
same error filter as given by de Laat et al. [2006] has been
used for the calculation of the monthly means: single
SCIAMACHY CO total column measurements with instru-
ment noise errors >1.5 � 1018 molecules cm–2 (i.e., on the
order of typical CO total column values) are excluded from
the calculation of monthly means. Figure 3 highlights
different seasonalities, instrument noise errors due to varia-
tions in albedo and cloud cover and issues related to model
errors and interpretation of results. Table 2 summarizes the
statistics of this comparison for the locations in Figure 3.
[32] For locations A to I a significant improvement is

found for the comparison of SCIAMACHY measurements
with the model results when using GFEDv2 biomass
burning emissions. These locations are scattered around
the globe and represent very different seasonal cycles.
Sporadically, outliers occur like for location B, D, L and
O. Most of the outliers (differences with TM4 > 2s
instrument noise error) with small CO total columns have
monthly means based on only a few measurements, and the

Figure 2a. Taylor diagram of TM4 modeled and Global
Monitoring Division (GMD) surface measurements of CO
for the period 2003–2004. All available data were used,
e.g., no averaging or filtering was applied to the data. The
correlation coefficient between the observed and simulated
field is given by the cosine of the azimuthal angle, the ratio
of the standard deviations of the observed and simulated
fields is proportional to the radial distance, and the centered
root-mean-square difference between the two fields is
proportional to the distance from any point on the diagram
to the standard deviation value 1.0 on the x axis. The color
coding of the GMD surface stations is based on five groups
of locations: Northern and Southern Hemispheric remote
locations, tropical locations, continental locations, and
Pacific fixed latitude ship tracks. The standard deviation
of the model results is scaled by the standard deviation of
the measurements at the corresponding GMD station. The
grey lines in the diagram indicate a skill level (ranging from
0 to 1). A perfect representation of the measurements by the
model would have a correlation of 1 and a scaled standard
deviation of 1.
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error bars in Figure 3 indicate that the monthly means are
not very accurate. The small CO total columns are mostly
related to clouds and mainly occur at locations with low
surface reflectances (<0.1). As explained in section 2.2 we
allow for a maximum cloud cover of 20% in the observa-
tions. Although in most cases the cloud cover is much lower
than this, in the cases where some cloud contamination is
present, combined with a low surface reflectance (<0.1), the
signal from the cloud contaminated part of the SCIA-
MACHY ground scene can dominate the total signal of
the measurements. Indeed for most of the outliers at least

one of the measurements in the monthly mean shows
either a relatively high cloud fraction or low methane
values in combination with low surface reflectance. Such
a contaminated measurement significantly changes the
monthly mean if only a few measurements are averaged.
This effect will be significantly less in case of averaging
many measurements.
[33] For location D monthly variations in surface albedo

and the number of ‘‘cloud-free’’ measurements are printed
within Figure 3 to indicate the dependence of monthly mean
measurement errors on cloud cover and surface albedo. For
example, June has a very large instrument noise error due to
a low albedo and just one collocation.
[34] Location G in Iran shows a distinct peak during mid

winter in both model results and measurements likely
related to wintertime continental accumulation of CO.
However, the instrument noise error of the measurements
is too large to provide a decisive answer as to which model
simulation shows the best agreement. Results from both
model simulations fall within the measurement uncertainty.
[35] For location J the instrument noise errors are small

but the agreement with the model results is not very good.
This location in northern South Africa shows good agree-
ment from December 2003 onward but the peak from
September to November 2003 is not reproduced by either
of the model simulations. This is a region where an
incorrect biomass burning season cycle was identified in
the model simulation with climatological biomass burning
emissions [de Laat et al., 2006]. For the climatological
emissions modeled CO columns are higher between May
and August because of the incorrect timing of the biomass
burning season. For the model simulation with GFEDv2
biomass burning emissions the agreement is much better
throughout the region during boreal summer 2004. During

Figure 2b. Latitudinal distribution of average CO surface
concentrations for the period 2003–2004 for the GMD
measurements (black triangles) and TM4 model results (red
asterisks).

Figure 2c. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) measurements of CO total columns at Izaña
(approximately 2400 m altitude) and Lauder (370 m altitude), New Zealand, for the year 2003 and
corresponding modeled TM4 columns. Measurements used here were obtained as part of the Network for
the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) and are publicly available (see http://
www.ndacc.org). Indicated in Figure 2c are also the average CO total column values for TM4 and the
FTIR measurements and their temporal correlation.
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boreal autumn 2003 (month 9 onward) measured CO total
columns are still higher than the modeled values.
Gloudemans et al. [2006] reported similar findings. Van
der Werf et al. [2006], however, note that frequent cloud

cover, the low spatial resolution of their modeling frame-
work, and neglecting emission variations on timescales less
than a month may lead to an underestimation of the
GFEDv2 emissions in biomass burning regions.

Figure 3. Comparison of seasonal cycles for a selection of locations shown in Figure 6. The period shown is arranged
such that the first month (month 9) refers to September 2003; month 1 is January 2004. The error bars of the measurements
indicate the 1s instrument noise error. The grey error bars indicate locations where the monthly mean is based on 5 or less
single measurements, and a grey marker indicates that the average monthly surface albedo is below 0.1. For location D the
monthly albedos (�100) and number of collocations used to calculate monthly means are also indicated in the top of the
panel. See Table 2 for statistics corresponding to locations A–O.

Table 2. Measurement Statistics of the SCIAMACHY-TM4 Comparison for the Locations Presented in Figure 3a

Longitude/Latitude e D jDj s(D) N Albedo Dc jDcj s(Dc)

A 103.5/39 1.9 6.4 8.9 10.5 7–40 (21) 0.34–0.39 (0.36) �9.0 14.1 14.1
B 115.5/–29 5.0 �1.1 20.5 27.1 9–39 (23) 0.14–0.29 (0.23) �13.0 23.3 25.0
C �115.5/35 3.4 0.6 6.1 6.8 4–31 (16) 0.19–0.27 (0.25) �13.5 14.2 11.4
D 136.5/–35 19.7 �12.4 39.2 54.1 1–26 ± 9) 0.10–0.21 (0.15) �25.7 47.1 54.7
E �70.5/–25 5.5 �13.6 16.0 15.4 10–26 (17) 0.21–0.27 (0.24) �24.0 24.0 15.4
F 43.5/5 3.6 3.8 5.7 6.8 4–31 (17) 0.23–0.30 (0.27) �13.7 15.1 12.0
G 55.5/35 9.6 11.7 15.4 16.2 1–33 (13) 0.12–0.30 (0.24) �4.6 13.2 14.9
H 10.5/31 1.5 3.2 5.5 7.8 7–45 (26) 0.40–0.49 (0.46) �12.0 15.7 13.0
I �67.5/–33 4.6 �18.3 14.0 15.1 3–30 (16) 0.14–0.22 (0.18) �46.8 49.8 53.7
J 16.5/–25 3.0 5.5 16.7 25.3 11–43 (26) 0.26–0.33 (0.29) �9.7 27.4 34.1
K 4.5/47 15.1 5.7 18.3 22.0 1–20 ± 8) 0.08–0.14 (0.10) �9.1 20.9 24.3
L 76.5/13 6.2 �4.7 14.0 23.2 1–40 (14) 0.16–0.26 (0.22) �27.5 28.2 28.0
M �91.5/35 7.0 4.5 13.5 16.4 3–25 (13) 0.08–0.24 (0.14) �9.3 20.3 22.2
N �52.5/–23 8.7 �22.4 5.6 26.3 4–29 (17) 0.11–0.16 (0.13) �16.5 29.8 36.9
O 127.5/37 13.2 �0.6 33.0 45.1 1–17 ± 8) 0.06–0.13 (0.10) �16.9 37.4 47.7

aIndicated are geographical locations (central point of the 3� � 2� longitude-latitude grid), average monthly mean instrument noise error (e,%), average
monthly mean differences (D,%), The average of the absolute monthly differences (jDj,%), standard deviation of the monthly mean differences (s(D),%),
range of the number of monthly SCIAMACHY measurements (N) for each grid box (in brackets average monthly number of measurements), surface
albedo range (in brackets average monthly surface albedo), average monthly mean differences using the climatological emissions (Dc,%), the average
absolute monthly mean differences using the climatological emissions (jDcj,%) and standard deviation value of the monthly mean differences using the
climatological emissions (s(Dc),%). The geographical locations of the selected grids are shown in Figure 6. All values are expressed as percentage of the
annual mean modeled TM4 CO total column.
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[36] For locations K, M, N and O the agreement between
model results and measurements is not very good. Location
K, M and N are close to emission sources, the surface
albedo is small and many measurements are affected by
clouds. The vicinity of emission sources is apparent in the
large differences between the TM4 CO total columns with
climatological emissions and the GFEDv2 emissions. Lo-
cation O (northeastern China) is remote from emission
sources, but the surface albedo is small and many measure-
ments are affected by clouds. Very likely the outliers for
December and January are related to clouds (see end of
section 2.2) as they are based on 2 and 1 collocations,
respectively. Location L (India) is also close to emission
sources but the surface albedos are higher. If September and
December, months with few collocations, are left out, the
agreement is actually good.
[37] In general, the comparison between SCIAMACHY

and TM4 CO total columns improves significantly with the
GFEDv2 model biomass burning emissions. For nearly all
locations the average monthly differences, the average of
the absolute monthly differences and standard deviations
improve with the GFEDv2 biomass burning emissions
compared to the climatological emissions (Table 2). Total
CO columns from the simulation with the GFEDv2 biomass
burning emissions are generally lower than those from the
climatological emissions and more in agreement with the

measurements. Also, the timing of the biomass burning
emissions is much improved using the GFEDv2 satellite
derived emissions. Therefore the model results including the
GFEDv2 emissions are used in the remainder of the paper.

4.2. SCIAMACHY Single-Column Measurements
Analysis

[38] In order to test whether the differences between
SCIAMACHY CO and the model results with the GFEDv2
emissions shown in Figure 3 are significant or fall within
the measurement noise error a more detailed statistical
analysis has been performed. A first general test of the
quality of SCIAMACHY CO total column measurements is
to compare differences between modeled and measured CO
total columns in relation to instrument noise errors. de Laat
et al. [2006] already noted that a large variation in instru-
ment noise errors is present in the measurements primarily
because of varying albedos and loss of data due to cloud
cover.
[39] Figure 4 compares probability distribution functions

(PDF) of measured (red lines) and modeled (dark blue lines)
single CO total columns for different instrument noise
intervals expressed in terms of equivalent CO total column
error. One year (September 2003 to August 2004) of global
SCIAMACHY data and spatially and temporally collocated
TM4 data is used. The effect of instrument noise errors on

Figure 4. Probability density functions for single SCIAMACHY and corresponding TM4 CO total
columns for four different SCIAMACHY instrument noise intervals indicated at the top of each panel in
1018 molecules/cm2. The red line indicates the SCIAMACHY probability distribution functions (PDF),
the dark blue line indicates the TM4 PDF while the light blue line is represents the PDF of TM4 results
convoluted with artificial noise (Gaussian) corresponding to the selected measurement noise interval.
Note the different x axis range for the top left plot.
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the PDF is clearly visible. For small instrument noise errors
(Figure 4, top left) the distributions are very similar, but with
increasing errors the measurement distribution becomes
wider. The light blue lines show the model distributions
when convoluted with artificial noise that corresponds to the
instrument noise error. With this convolution the measure-
ment and model results distributions become more similar.
Differences are found in the width of the distribution

(Figure 4, top right) and in the mean CO total columns
causing shifts in the distributions (Figure 4, bottom right).
These differences are caused either by modeling errors and/
or biases in the retrieval algorithm.
[40] Figure 5a shows the standard deviation of the differ-

ences between single SCIAMACHY measurements of the
total CO column and the temporally and spatially col-
located modeled CO total columns. By evaluating the
SCIAMACHY-TM4 differences the spatial variability of
CO is taken into account. For an ideal model simulation,
and assuming that the measurement errors are well charac-
terized, the standard deviation of the differences should
equal the corresponding instrument noise error. The results
are grouped according to the corresponding instrument
noise errors. The red line represents the instrument noise
error. The standard deviation of the differences between
SCIAMACHY measurements and model results follow the
instrument noise error level: the larger the noise error, the
larger the standard deviation of the differences. Only for
very large instrument noise errors (>5 � 1018 molecules/
cm2) this relation breaks down. However, it should be noted
that only a limited number of measurements have such large
instrument noise errors.
[41] Figure 5b shows the average difference between

SCIAMACHY and modeled CO total columns per noise
error interval. Differences remain close to zero (<0.08 �
1018 molecules/cm2) for instrument noise errors smaller
than about 1 � 1018 molecules/cm2. For larger instrument
noise errors the measurements become on average positively
biased compared to the model results. This result provides
the motivation for excluding measurements with instrument
noise errors >1.5 � 1018 molecules/cm2 in the calculation of
monthly and annual means that are used in sections 4.1 and
4.3 or Figure 3. This procedure was also followed by de
Laat et al. [2006] and Gloudemans et al. [2006]. Using this
procedure removes only about 10% of the measurements
with cloud cover <20%; nearly all (99.8%) of the measure-
ments that are removed have an albedo <0.1, and 80% have
an albedo <0.05.

Figure 5a. Probability distribution of the standard devia-
tion of SCIAMACHY-TM4 differences as a function of
instrument noise errors based on single SCIAMACHY
measurement-TM4 differences as a function of instrument
error. The SCIAMACHY-TM4 differences are binned
according to their instrument noise error, after which the
standard deviation value is calculated for all differences
with a certain error interval. The red line indicates the (2-s)
error, whereas black lines indicate the standard deviation of
the differences. The black bars at the bottom of the graph
indicate the total number of measurements with instrument
noise errors for a certain error interval. This graph is based
on one year of SCIAMACHY measurements from Septem-
ber 2003 to August 2004 between 60�S and 60�N.

Figure 5b. Average differences (blue) between the SCIAMACHYand TM4 corresponding to Figure 5a.
The red line indicates the (s) error. The insert shows a magnification of the differences for the instrument
noise error interval between 0.05 � 1018 and 1 � 1018 molecules/cm2.
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[42] The results presented in this section clearly show the
importance of instrument noise errors in the measurements.
The instrument noise error is by far the dominant error
source and thus provides a good estimate of the precision of
a single SCIAMACHY measurement. Section 4.3 will
discuss the origins of the large variations in instrument
noise errors in more detail, and how they relate to differ-
ences between modeled and measured CO total columns.
[43] It should also be noted that because of the large

instrument noise errors, the measured columns can become
negative, as observed in Figure 4 for instrument noise error
levels >0.2 1018 molecules/cm2. Although a negative col-
umn may intuitively be considered physically unrealistic,
Figure 4 indicates that these negative values should be kept
in the analysis, otherwise the Gaussian distribution would

break down, and averaging multiple measurements would
lead to positive biases.

4.3. SCIAMACHY Monthly and Annual Means
Analysis

[44] As shown in section 2.2, the instrument noise errors
for single SCIAMACHY measurements depend on their
signal-to-noise ratio. In the region between 60�S and 60�N
the signal-to-noise ratio depends mostly on the surface
albedo. It is important to understand the spatial variation
of both parameters. Figure 6 shows the monthly average
albedo and monthly number of cloud free measurements as
used for the calculation of monthly mean CO values. The
period that is analyzed here runs from September 2003 to
August 2004. The total number of measurements averaged

Figure 6. (top) Geographical distributions of the average monthly mean surface albedo, which is a
product of the retrieval algorithm, for the period September 2003 to August 2004 for partial land pixels.
(bottom) Geographical distribution of average number of measurements per month for the same selection
of grids as shown in Figure 6 (top). Indicated are also the locations of the grids shown in Figure 3.
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in a 3� � 2� monthly or annual mean is primarily deter-
mined by the cloud cover threshold that is used to select the
‘‘cloud-free’’ SCIAMACHY CO measurements. High sur-
face albedos larger than 0.4 are found over dry deserts and
semideserts. Vegetated regions have a low surface albedo,
smaller than 0.1. Dry regions also have much more cloud-
free scenes than vegetated regions (up to factor of 5–6).
Cloud cover and albedo have very similar spatial patterns
and thus reinforce each other in their effect on the spatial
distribution of monthly and annual mean instrument noise
errors.
[45] Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of the average

monthly mean instrument noise error, which is very similar
to the spatial distributions of cloud-free pixels and surface
albedo. The combined effect of high albedo and low cloud
cover over subtropical desert regions results in monthly
mean instrument noise errors that are up to 25 times smaller
than for example instrument noise errors at high-latitude
locations. This large variation in monthly mean noise errors
should be considered when using the SCIAMACHY CO
measurements. In the work by de Laat et al. [2006] annual
mean CO total columns from SCIAMACHY and TM4 were
compared and instrument noise errors of annual means were
presented but it was not investigated in detail how differ-
ences between measurements and model results relate to the
instrument noise error.
[46] Figure 8 shows the differences between measured

and modeled annual mean CO total columns. Differences
smaller than 5% of the local annual mean modeled CO total
columns are shown as greys. Measured Northern Hemi-
sphere CO is higher than modeled CO (typically 5–20%; up
to 50%), with larger measured CO total columns (>25%)
over Canada, east Siberia and east Asia, which could be
related to the extensive forest fires that occurred in this
region in 2003 [Yurganov et al., 2005] and 2004. Measured
CO columns are also larger in parts of eastern South
America, southern Africa, and northern Australia, which

are all well-known fire regions. Smaller CO can be found in
a few equatorial areas, most notably central Africa and
Indonesia which are close to large emission sources [e.g.,
Bremer et al., 2004; Velazco et al., 2005].
[47] Figure 8 (bottom) shows those grid cells for which

differences are larger than 5% and larger than the 2-s
instrument noise error (95% confidence level). For most
locations measured and modeled CO total columns agree
within the 2-s error and differences are thus not significant,
but a few areas with large differences (>25%) remain:
northwestern USA, eastern South America, southern Africa
and eastern China. Inverse modeling estimates by Pétron et
al. [2004], using MOPITT measurements to estimate emis-
sions, concluded that emissions for the USA and eastern
Asia had been higher than original model emission esti-
mates for those regions. Those regions had predominantly
non-biomass-burning emissions based on Emission Data-
base for Global Atmospheric Research, version 3
(EDGAR-3) emission estimates [Olivier and Berdownski,
2001]. These estimates are also used in the TM4 model,
which thus may explain the lower modeled CO columns
over the USA and eastern Asia.
[48] Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of the average

of the absolute differences between measured and modeled
monthly mean CO total columns for the period September
2003 to August 2004. This is a simple test to investigate the
agreement between modeled and measured seasonal cycles.
The TM4 model results indicate that the dominant CO total
column variability occurs on monthly timescales, so com-
paring modeled and measured seasonal cycles (monthly
means) is an important test of the quality of monthly
averaged SCIAMACHY CO total column measurements.
Comparing Figure 9 with Figure 7 shows that differences
between measured and modeled seasonal cycles are gener-
ally smaller for measurements with smaller instrument noise
errors. Occasionally large differences in combination with
small noise errors do occur, most notably over southern

Figure 7. Similar to Figure 6 but for the average SCIAMACHY CO total column monthly mean
instrument noise errors for the period September 2003 to August 2004. Noise errors are shown as in
1018 molecules/cm2.
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Africa, which was also noted by Gloudemans et al. [2006],
and likely related to inaccurate model emissions.
[49] Figure 10 compares the results in Figures 7 and 9 by

showing a scatterplot of the average of the absolute monthly
differences versus instrument noise errors. The grey line
indicates the 2-s noise error (95% confidence level). A
linear relation is found between the differences and instru-
ment noise errors with a correlation coefficient of 0.85. For
small noise errors (<0.03 � 1018 molecules/cm2) most
differences are significant while for larger errors more
differences are not significant. Figure 10 also shows that
for instrument noise errors smaller than 0.05 � 1018

molecules/cm2 the average of the absolute monthly differ-
ences between modeled and measured CO total columns are

not smaller than 0.05–0.1 � 1018 molecules/cm2. This is an
indication that errors other than instrument noise errors, like
those described in section 2, also contribute to measure-
ment-model differences. However, these errors are relatively
small compared to the typical seasonal cycles of CO total
columns as can be seen in Figure 3 where the typical
amplitude in the seasonality of monthly mean CO total
columns ranges from 0.2 to 1 � 1018 molecules/cm2.

5. Summary and Conclusions

[50] This paper presents a detailed systematic and quan-
titative cross evaluation of SCIAMACHY CO total column
measurements and CTM model results.

Figure 8. (top) Differences between SCIAMACHY and TM4 CO total column measurement as
percentage of the TM4 CO total column measurements for the period September 2003 to August 2004 for
the same selection of grids as shown in Figure 6. The grey pixels indicate locations with instrument noise
errors smaller than 5%. (bottom) Similar to Figure 8 (top) but only differences that are larger than the 2-s
instrument noise errors and larger than 5% of the modeled total CO column are shown. All other pixels
are shown in grey.
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[51] Annual and monthly mean measured and modeled
CO total column measurements are compared with modeled
CO total columns using results from two TM4 model
simulations with either climatological CO BB-emissions
or GFEDv2 CO BB-emissions based on actual remote
sensing data. A much better agreement between modeled
and measured CO total columns is found for the model
simulation with GFEDv2 BB-emissions compared to cli-
matological BB-emissions. Many remaining differences are
not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (2-s

instrument noise error). Some significant differences
remain, particularly over regions in northwestern USA,
eastern South America, southern Africa and eastern China.
These are typically regions of high and variable CO sources
(biomass burning, growing industrial activity), and it shows
the potential of SCIAMACHY measurements to improve
CO emission databases.
[52] A statistical analysis based on single measurements

and temporally and spatially collocated model results shows
that they agree quite well within measurement uncertainties.

Figure 9. Average absolute monthly mean differences between SCIAMACHY and TM4 CO total
columns as fraction of the corresponding annual mean TM4 CO total columns for the period September
2003 to August 2004 and the same selection of grids as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 10. Scatterplot of the average monthly mean instrument noise errors shown in Figure 7 versus
the average absolute differences in monthly mean SCIAMACHY and TM4 CO total columns shown in
Figure 9 for the period September 2003 to August 2004. The grey line indicates two times the instrument
noise error level. Differences to the left of this line are considered statistically significant at the 95%
confidence level.
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Differences between measured and modeled CO total col-
umns are dominated by the instrument noise error. For very
large instrument noise errors (>1–2 � 1018 molecules/cm2)
the measurements are positively biased and these measure-
ments (instrument noise error >1.5 � 1018 molecules/cm2)
are currently excluded from the calculation of annual and
monthly means. Measured CO total columns can become
negative in case of instrument noise errors >0.2 � 1018

molecules/cm2. Such measurements should not be excluded
from the analysis because this can result in positive mea-
surement biases when averaging data with large instrument
noise errors. All negative CO columns have therefore been
included in our analysis, given that their instrument noise
error was smaller than 1.5 � 1018 molecules/cm2.
[53] The instrument noise errors of SCIAMACHY CO

total column measurements are closely related to surface
albedo and the number of SCIAMACHY measurements
within a region and time period that are averaged. The
spatial distributions of surface albedo and cloud cover are
very similar, i.e., high surface albedos (>0.2) occur over arid
and semiarid regions (deserts), which are also regions with
low cloud cover. These distributions reinforce each other
which results in large spatial variations of instrument noise
errors in monthly and annual mean SCIAMACHY CO total
column measurements. Regions with an albedo >0.2 and
more than 80% cloud free scenes have instrument noise
errors for monthly or annual means that can be up to
25 times smaller than instrument noise errors for low
albedo/high cloud cover regions, i.e., albedo <0.1 and
<20% cloud free scenes.
[54] The spatial distribution of average absolute differ-

ences between monthly mean measurements and model
results is very similar to the spatial distribution of instru-
ment noise errors: differences are smaller at locations with
smaller errors (Figures 7, 9, and 10). The agreement
between measurements and model results indicates that
overall no large biases are present. A few occasions are
found in which the monthly mean SCIAMACHY columns
are significantly smaller than the modeled CO columns
(Figure 3). These differences are likely related to cloud
cover within a SCIAMACHY pixel over low surface albedo
locations. For such a situation most of the information on
CO comes from the clouded scene because of the relatively
high reflectance of clouds in the near-infrared, despite the
low cloud cover.
[ 5 5 ] The compar ison of d i f fe rences be tween

SCIAMACHY and TM4 and their statistical analysis both
indicate that other error sources, such as systematic retrieval
errors, spectroscopic errors, aerosols and model errors, are
about 0.05–0.1 � 1018 molecules/cm2, which is in line with
independent estimates of these errors. This indicates that
currently our best estimate of the achievable accuracy of
SCIAMACHY monthly mean CO total columns is 0.05–
0.1 � 1018 molecules/cm2.
[56] Monthly averaged SCIAMACHY CO total columns

have sufficiently small instrument noise errors for studying
seasonal variations of CO total columns. These measure-
ments are likely good enough to improve on modeling
errors due to uncertainties in emission inventories. How-
ever, total column measurements at locations with surface
albedos <0.1 are often too noisy to contain useful informa-
tion on CO total column seasonal variations. The

SCIAMACHY CO total columns provide measurements
with a unique sensitivity to the lower troposphere and thus
complement existing tropospheric CO measurements by for
example MOPITT.
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